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Chicago Hospital Shooting
From a Conversational Lunch to Reality

Soup to Nutjobs…
Lunch on Monday, November 19th, 2018 was a normal discussion day with a major hospital
client/executive covering ongoing business and the subject matter of hospital security. Stating
that society was falling apart with violence, people taking their pent-up issues to public venues,
such as hospitals, casinos, places of work, other’s workplaces where they have a grudge or an
ex. Then violently acting with the aggression of which we are daily seeing the deadly results.
Once we called them ‘soft targets’, today they are ‘hard targets’, direct and demands new
levels of security. The liability of doing nothing is a reality in this litigious society.
It is all about access and communications, too much free uncontrolled access and more than
limited communications. Sure, security staff and police have radios, they do not communicate
directly with each other due to compatibility issues and there lies a major security issue. Radios
do not send images of the suspect or document the thread of the situation. In today’s age,
audible communications are archaic, out of touch and out of date. Yes, First Net has been
announced but is not here yet and who knows what it will really be like. Surely someone,
somewhere has had better thoughts of improvement? Of course, they do!
Not just created, but proven and successfully working!
LENSS, Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution platform, it
is the only solid investigative alert or BOLO platform and much, much
more, available globally. Utilizing the Smartphone with cloud-based
access on any Smartphone, leaving no information behind or
accessible by hackers. It is a CJIS complaint platform and complies
with all stipulations, including crossing all borders, connecting all
agencies and importantly, affordability.
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A doctor, a newly graduated pharmacist, and a police officer were killed after a gunman opened
fire at a hospital in Chicago, police say.
The gunman was seen arguing with the doctor, Tamara O'Neal, who he
had been in a relationship with, before shooting her and turning his gun
on others as he ran inside the hospital.
The shootings began with a row in the Mercy Hospital car park between
the gunman and Dr. O'Neal at about 15:00 local time (21:00 GMT) on
Monday.
When a friend of the doctor's tried to intervene "the offender lifted up his
shirt and displayed a handgun". Chicago Police Superintendent Eddie Johnson said.
As the friend ran for help, gunfire broke out, according to the Associated Press. One witness,
James Gray, told reporters he saw Dr. O'Neal fall to the ground and then the gunman "stood
over her and shot her three more times".
When police arrived, the gunman then moved into the hospital, shooting at
random and killing pharmacist Dayna Less who was getting off an escalator
at the time.
In an exchange of fire with the gunman, police
officer Samuel Jimenez was killed. A second
police officer avoided injury after a bullet fired
in his direction became lodged in his gun in his
holster.
The shooter, who has not been named, also died but it is not clear if
he was killed by police or took his own life.
We cannot continue with the complacency factor or the political correctness of lax security which
is proving deadly. It is not IF, it will happen, it’s WHEN! You are seeing in the headlines, news
reports on television and the Internet. It is the responsibility of all in the corporate world who
have ‘open doors’ allowing all to enter to do their business, this cannot continue as is.
Those corporations that do have access control on all that wish to enter, you have no true BOLO
communications to control the situations with a direct connection to your management or the
responding law enforcement. The timing of communications is not an issue, we connect in under
thirty (30) seconds, including photographs to all who are administratively granted access.

LENSS is the Communication Change…
WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
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